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The input folder contains a copy of the input files that will be used for the run. The output folder
contains a copy of the output (scores) produced by the run. The logs directory contains the opatch

output (extended format) for the session. This includes the outputs of the NfsClient API as well as the
Nfs external interface. It is recommended that all of the session output files are stored on an EBS

(Elastic Block Storage) instance that is attached to the task and accessible via NFS. This ensures that
the output can be retrieved at any time. Alternatively, the nodes can be configured to cache the

files. The busco_results_global.txt file is a single text file that provides summary information about
the results for the entire batch and is stored in the logs/ directory at the top level. It can be used to
identify problematic files if the external interfaces are not working. The pipeline folder contains the
individual pipeline files that comprise the run. The job directory contains opatch outputs (extended
format) for the pipeline. This zip file contains the output of the external interfaces tests. The parallel
file contains tests that verify that the output of the pipeline is compatible with the parallel execution.
The datetime folder contains data files for the test. The syntax file contains tests that verify that the

output of the pipeline is compatible with the internal syntax check tool . If the file has been
generated by the software configuration tests for the specific versions of the libraries used by the

pipeline, they should also be included in this folder. The configuration_checks file contains the
configuration tests.
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because some of the nfs export/nfs mount directories cannot be created when the database is
running in recovery mode, every nfs export/nfs mount directory must be visible to the database

before it can be used in the rstudio server connection. you can view which directory names can be
created or cannot be created in recovery mode using the database start/restart options described in
the database startup documentation . an example of a command to view these start/restart options

is sqlplus "/ as sysdba" or sqlplus "/ as sysdba ""@" @localhost @" or "sqlplus /nolog /@orclnet@ -s ".
the process dbms_locks.set_session_lock_isolation can only be run when the database is in the

exclusive_state or implicit_deferred_state. if the database is in the implicit_error_state, the process
cannot be run. oracle database installation is a process involving hardware configuration to install

the oracle database and support oracle software. the installation process is performed on the
physical system, but sometimes there are configuration issues. this can prevent the database from
starting, and if the database is not running, the listener can stop automatically, which can prevent

the listener from starting. there is certainly a great deal of talk in the docker community about dism
and its available features, and it is obvious that the next generation of linux system administrators

and developers will be using a lot of the new tools which dism provides. virtual machine admin tools
which are designed for use with your computer’s built-in windows vms, and which will make your life

easier are a convenient and valuable tool. 5ec8ef588b
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